Fisher Scientific
SUPPLIER SHOW
OCTOBER 17TH 2017 10 AM TO 1 PM
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH BUILDING (BRB) LOBBY
- FEATURING REPRESENTATIVES FROM OUR TOP SUPPLIERS
- NEW PRODUCTS AND PROMOTIONS

MORE INFORMATION:
DENA CARA - SENIOR SALES REP
DENA.CARA@THERMOFISHER.COM
ROSH ROY - SALES REP
ROSH.ROY@THERMOFISHER.COM
JAMES DOMINGUEZ - SALES REP
JAMES.DOMINGUEZ@THERMOFISHER.COM
COLLEEN GIAMMARCO - ONSITE CUSTOMER SERVICE REP
COLLEEN.GIAMMARCO@THERMOFISHER.COM
BRYAN VANVEET - ONSITE CUSTOMER SERVICE REP
BRYAN.VANVEET@THERMOFISHER.COM

WWW.FISHERSCI.COM
FISHER SAFETY
KIMBERLY CLARK
FISHER LIFE SCIENCE
FISHER CHEMICAL
UNITY LAB SERVICES FOR LAB EQUIPMENT
WHEATON
BIOTEK
CORNING
META SCIENTIFIC
THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC-
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
SAMPLE STORAGE & TRACKING
R&D SYSTEMS/BIOTECHNE
EPPENDORF
THERMO FISHER SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY/GENEART
THERMO FISHER AUTOMATED LIQUID HANDLING
KINGFISHER
HAMILTON COMPANY

BD BIOSCIENCES
GILSON
DRUMMOND
THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC-
LABORATORY CONSUMABLES
NUNC/NALGENE
MILLIPORE FILTRATION
MILLIPORE WATER
BRANDTECH
BIOTIX
THERMO EVOS
THERMO FISHER BIOSCIENCES- GIBCO
INVITROGEN
ABI
GE HEALTHCARE- LIFE SCIENCES
HYCLONE
METTLER TOLEDO
AFFYMETRIX/EBIOSCIENCE
BRADY CORPORATION
HEIDOLPH